
S P E C I F I C A T I O N

I N T E R I O R 
 

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP

Immerse yourself in a cabin where the finest materials 

meet the best in contemporary design. Extensive use 

of leather, hand-crafted wood veneers and warm nickel 

finishes create an opulent experience.

SUPERIOR SEATING

Heated and cooled, classically styled front seats, 

upholstered in luxurious soft-grain leather, with 16-way 

power adjustment and memory function are standard  

in Speedback.

STEERING WHEEL

Wood-rimmed steering wheel with integrated controls 

and paddle change gear selector add additional 

convenience and dynamism to your drive.

D R I V I N G  D Y N A M I C S
 

ADAPTIVE DYNAMICS

Speedback’s Adaptive Dynamics system constantly 

monitors driver and car inputs, changing the  

individual damper settings to enhance the car’s  

handling characteristics.

DYNAMIC STABILITY CONTROL

A fully automated Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) 

system in Speedback maximises stability and improves 

traction and directional control in difficult driving 

conditions. For a more competitive drive, the system can 

be switched to Trac DSC to enable variable slippage and 

wheel spin.

E X T E R I O R 
 

FUEL FILLER CAP

The fuel filler cap has been precision-machined from 

a solid billet of aluminium, before being polished and 

finely detailed with a debossed emblem. 

SCULPTED HALF BUMPERS

The evocatively styled half bumpers provide protection 

and style through one elegantly shaped sculpture.

FRONT AND REAR PARK AIDS

Ultrasonic sensors embedded in the front and rear 

bodywork warn of nearby objects with a corresponding 

visual display.
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YOUR SECURITY

The door locks, alarm and immobiliser are activated via 

Speedback’s smartkey. At a predetermined speed, the 

doors will lock automatically. The smartkey also enables 

activation of the headlamps from a distance as you 

approach your vehicle at night.

S A F E T Y  &  S E C U R I T Y
 

DYNAMIC SAFETY TECHNOLOGY

Dynamic sensors calculate driver’s weight, seat belt 

status and driving position in order to deploy the driver’s 

airbag in the most efficient way to reduce the severity of 

an impact.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING

Brake pressure is varied during an emergency stop  

to prevent locking and maintain steering control.  

On detection of unusually heavy braking, the system 

applies extra braking assistance. 

M U L T I M E D I A
 

AUDIO CHOICES

A choice of audio sources and multi-speaker design with 

high powered dome tweeters equip Speedback with a 

surround sound system that will fill the cabin with  

all-encompassing quality acoustics.

SATELLITE NAVIGATION

The touchscreen-controlled satellite navigation 

system receives external information which 

is then added to entered destinations for a 

more convenient and dynamic journey.



S P E C I F I C A T I O N

C O M F O R T
 

PREMIUM LEATHER MAT SET

Premium leather mat set and British saddle leather front  

and rear footwell mats.

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT

Premium floor covering made from British  

saddle leather.

S T Y L E
 

NICKEL-PLATED SIDE STRAKES

Side repeaters are encapsulated within precision-machined 

and nickel-plated side strakes, created from a solid billet of 

aluminium.

POLISHED TAILPIPE FINISHERS

Polished stainless steel tailpipe finishers add further 

style, sportiness and refinement to your Speedback.

WIRE WHEELS

19” wire wheels with finely detailed engraved badge or  

a 20” alloy wheel option.

SCULPTED DOOR HANDLES

Speedback’s sleek exterior door handles evoke memories 

of classic styling and are finished to bring additional depth 

and warmth to Speedback’s exterior.

SPLIT TAILGATE WITH FOLD-OUT PICNIC SEAT

Speedback’s split tailgate optimises access to the 

rear luggage area and allows for the deployment of 

Speedback’s unique rear picnic seat.


